
00:41:15 Agneta Lovén: hi everyone, from Sweden
00:41:20 Lindy Flynn: Dear Ones Blessings to all! from Nelson BC 
00:41:31 Franklin LaVoie: Hi. Franklin in Buffalo NY. Thank you for 
this wonderful experience
00:41:32 Alvaro Guirao Lopez: Hello everyone ! Here Álvaro from 
Zurich, sending so much love and gratitude to be together in this 
moment.
00:41:33 Chris Saik: Hello! :)
00:41:37 Elaine Guardo: Hello to all from Brooklyn, New York! Thank 
you for this webinar!
00:41:48 SOPHIA SUKALA: Hello from Brooklyn NY
00:41:52 JoEllen DeNicola: Aloha from Maui
00:41:59 Carmen García Ruiz: Hola from Mallorca, Spain
00:42:02 uschi m: hello from Los Angeles
00:42:04 Nayano Skaaning: hello from Copenhagen. I love the chant 

❤

00:42:06 Jeanne Marie Merkel: Hello everyone, Jeanne Marie from 
Shelter Island, NY
00:42:08 Jenni Ottilie Keppler: Hello From Berlin, Germany!

❤

00:42:08 Helen Dye: Hi from Cambridge, UK
00:42:11 Glenda Delenstarr: Aloha from the Colorado Rockies 

💖

00:42:14 Donna Howe: hey from massachusettes
00:42:16 Alexander Schieffer: Bonjour et Amour de la France 
Alexander & Rama
00:42:17 Timothy Guy: Hi all from Bellingham, Wa
00:42:19 Harriet Stenkvist: Hallo from Sweden
00:42:20 Carlotta Smith: Beautifual and good morning from Victoria BC, 
Canada
00:42:21 Yvan Houtteman: hello from Belgium
00:42:21 esther van de wall: HI from Sweden
00:42:26 April Pierrot: hello from April in Ottawa
00:42:29 Justin McCollum: <3 from Santa Cruz, California.
00:42:30 Holly Funston: Hi from Cape Cod Massachusetts
00:42:31 Nancy Kern: Love and Blessings from Houston
00:42:33 angela halvorsen bogo: Hello from Oslo
00:42:37 Amos Elmaliah: Hello from Accord, New York!
00:42:38 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: hello everyone. this is haimanti. 
from canada
00:42:38 Charlespippi Barbieri: Hello from snowy Ann Arbor, MI, 
Chuck B
00:42:38 Heidi Hornlein: hello from Italy
00:42:38 Amy Torn: Namaste from San Diego!
00:42:40 Habiba Nab: hello from London via  uganda
00:42:43 Gary Horvitz: Hi from North Carolina
00:42:46 Amy Mauro: Sat Nam 

🙏

 from Michigan
00:42:48 mark lilly: Love from Portland Oregon
00:42:48 Sarah Anders: Hi from the suburbs of Washington, DC - 
Rockville Maryland
00:42:49 erin raskin: Awesome music, thank you from San Diego!
00:42:51 Heather Mueller: greetings from San Juan Island



00:42:51 Nalini Chilkov: Namaste from Topanga CA
00:42:52 George Mull: hi from California
00:42:52 Lesley Hughes: hello from brighton UK
00:42:54 maria quercia: hello from florence italy
00:42:56 Katherine Smith: hello from Droitwich UK
00:43:01 Stien Michiels: hello from Brussels
00:43:02 Keith Lim: +1 Copenhagen, hello!
00:43:02 Bob Stilger: Greetings from Spokane, in the Columbia River 
Bio Region of North America!
00:43:08 donna Freiermuth: Hello from central California
00:43:08 Niteen Gupte: Hello friends from York, UK
00:43:22 Valerie Deas: Hello from the UK
00:43:26 shawne mitchell: SO HAPPY to join you all! xx Shawne
00:43:26 Carlos Pinho: Hello from Brazil :))))
00:43:28 Paula Casimiro: Hello from Spain!
00:43:29 Beth Johnson she/her: hello from San Diego
00:43:34 Christine Grace: Greetings from Atascadero, BeLoveds <3
00:43:41 heather love: BIG LOVE from berkeley california! 
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00:43:43 Dan'el Nighting: Hello from Portland in the Pacific Northwest
00:43:45 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: Hello from Belgium!
00:43:47 Donna Martine: What beautiful soul was just singing???
00:43:54 Susan Huebner: Hello from Mukwonago WI  USA
00:43:57 Donna DuBois: Sending well wishes from Portland, Oregon!
00:43:58 Quynh Nguyen: Hello from Pacifica, CA
00:43:59 Vijay Dhar: Nice to join the worldwide community - Vijay 
Dhar from Silicon Valley, California Bay Area 
00:44:06 Astraea Davidson: Hello from Oakland California
00:44:14 Janet Tobin: Hi from Freestone,
00:44:15 Jeff Jensen: Nice chant, great idea!

😘

00:44:21 Angella Okawa: Hello from Sacramento, CA!!!! <3
00:44:21 Robyn Morris: Hi from Oakland, CA
00:44:26 Anne Handley: Hello from Austin!
00:44:26 Christine Baser: Greetings from Carlsbad, CA
00:44:28 david bruscino: Hi, All, greetings from Juba, South Sudan
00:44:29 James Ziegler: Hello from Calgary Alberta Canada
00:44:29 Christine Mason: good morning from sunrise Hawaii 

🌴

00:44:34 Canela Michelle Meyers: Hello from Manzanillo Mexico… I 
don’t hear anything
00:44:36 Vicki Bartlett: Aho, Ashe, Amen!
00:44:40 Robin Rice: Chesapeake Beach, MD HELLO!
00:44:43 Edward Smith: hello from St Louis, MO USA
00:44:49 Cee Elbert: love from Cee in Ohio
00:44:55 nancy margulies: Hello from Montara, CA
00:45:06 Renee Ray: good morning 

😍

00:45:15 Katharine: Hello from Seattle, WA
00:45:16 Peter Panopoulos: hi from Toronto Canada 

🇨🇦

00:45:21 CharlotteY: Hello from Toronto Canada



00:45:25 Grace McLaren: hello from Marco Island, Florida
00:45:32 Daniel Peralta: greetings from Albuquerque, New Mexico
00:45:49 Chris Saik: Fairfax, VA
00:45:53 nancy margulies: refugees living in our community
00:45:54 Grace, Calif.: SHAMANS everywhere :))
00:45:55 Fabrice Nye: Michèle
00:45:55 erin raskin: healthcare providers
00:45:56 Lynne Matte: My mother and sister!
00:45:57 heather love: calling in the navajo nation
00:45:59 Filippo Dal Fiore: Hallo from Padua, Italy
00:45:59 Margaret Babcock: The homeless everywhere
00:46:02 Donna Martine: Richard and Troy on the front lines in DC
00:46:03 angela halvorsen bogo: Jane Walsh, with corona in hospita
00:46:03 mark lilly: Indigenous communities
00:46:03 ellen emmet: Guy, Diane’s dad
00:46:04 Gillian Shelley: undocumented folks
00:46:04 KIM JANSON-SMITH: African americans
00:46:04 Javney Mohr: Those in prison
00:46:06 Nancy Kern: the Navajo nation
00:46:07 Elizabeth Ury: retirement and nursing homes
00:46:08 Julie Boudreau: domestic violence victims
00:46:09 Martin Gross: New York City
00:46:09 Richard Page: Carlos Warter
00:46:10 Jill Buchanan: I always feel of the elderly isolated in 
their homes
00:46:11 shawne mitchell: All our friends in Italy. :-(
00:46:12 Mari O'Connell: old folks homes
00:46:12 erin raskin: homeless people
00:46:13 Cristina Porro: domestic violence victims
00:46:13 Corla Bertrand: The homeless
00:46:14 Denbie Nash: Young People
00:46:14 Natali W: refugees
00:46:14 Eunice Esparza: Navajo Nation
00:46:15 Katherine Smith: prison officers
00:46:15 Anne Handley: Cherokee nation
00:46:16 Eric Dunn/Merida, Mexico: Families in Merida, Mexico
00:46:16 Paul Goddard: Wounded souls everywhere
00:46:16 susanne goshko: First Nations
00:46:16 NANCY Peden: My neighbors in my senior home
00:46:17 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: shamans ~ light workers ~ earth 
keepers
00:46:17 Gregg Lauer: Casey, our son, wherever you are
00:46:17 Laura Lasater: heath care workers
00:46:17 KIM JANSON-SMITH: children in poverty
00:46:17 Gillian Shelley: mothers giving birth
00:46:20 Janie Bush: Community leaders
00:46:20 Lynne Matte: The elders who are alone in nursing homes 
with out their family
00:46:20 angela halvorsen bogo: The children in refugees camps
00:46:20 Katharina eggler: all the home less



00:46:21 Bob Stilger: Those who deliver
00:46:21 Ines Seidel: people working in hospices
00:46:21 Lee Harris: All the best to all first responders and 
health care providers!  Thank you for all you do
00:46:21 Gayle Early: ICE detainees
00:46:22 Shannon Pernetti: those in line at food banks
00:46:24 Vicki Bartlett: My friend, Pam, on the ledge between worlds
00:46:25 Maureen Graney: Seniors of Credo High school
00:46:26 Corla Bertrand: The Homeless!
00:46:27 Amy Torn: the homeless
00:46:27 Jill Buchanan: doctors & nurses
00:46:27 laurel conroy: The whole southern hemisphere
00:46:27 Richard Page: Homeless elderly
00:46:28 Nancy Kern: midwives and doulas
00:46:28 Anita Scheuring: The chronically mentally ill
00:46:29 Niteen Gupte: Tibetan refugees in Tso Pema in Himalaya 
close to my heart.
00:46:30 Dave Damm-Luhr: homeless
00:46:30 Suzanne Sarioglu: please bring into th elders of our 
first nations who hold the traditions and language of their people
00:46:31 Linda Bruckert: Little children
00:46:31 Alvaro Guirao Lopez: People dying alone
00:46:32 Peter L: Single mothers
00:46:32 James Ziegler: Poor people of the world
00:46:32 Kat Chen: the fearful
00:46:33 John Hinman: journalists
00:46:33 sara pascoe: people dying alone in ICU without family
00:46:34 Nancy Chomicz: All 7 billion world family members!
00:46:34 KIM JANSON-SMITH: those experiencing domestic violence
00:46:37 Bob Petrello: Send blessings to Paul who is close to 
leaving this reality
00:46:37 Laura Lasater: unemployed, those who have their businesses
00:46:37 Katherine Smith: the lonely
00:46:38 Matthew McKenna: the houseless
00:46:38 Franklin LaVoie: Homeless
00:46:39 Ellen Davis: incarcerated individuals
00:46:39 Amy Torn: Those isolated in nursing homes
00:46:39 Christine Mason: anyone afraid or lonely
00:46:40 Tyler Lapkin: bergamo Italy
00:46:41 Janis Harper: those who have died
00:46:42 Suzie Garrett: Africans in China
00:46:42 Jill Buchanan: those without family
00:46:43 Nancy Kern: those dying alone
00:46:44 Beth Johnson she/her: I call into this space detainees, 
prisoners, the unsheltered
00:46:44 erin raskin: people living alone
00:46:45 Lynn Davis: Small business owners
00:46:45 Gayle Early: people alone without support
00:46:47 Maureen Graney: Me
00:46:47 Astraea Davidson: children being abused and neglected



00:46:47 Ines Seidel: prisoners
00:46:47 Peter en Gitte Hartjesveld: Anne and David and child in 
womb
00:46:48 donna Freiermuth: all of the front line people who 
didn’t volunteer for such risky work
00:46:48 ann masai: those who are on the door steps of death
00:46:48 Carol Greenhouse: The Earth’s forgotten animals
00:46:48 Jim Koehneke: unemployed!
00:46:50 sj: patients with virus challenges
00:46:50 marsha: the always under served communities
00:46:50 Lisa Hall: the animals who are losing those who look 
after
00:46:51 Lorraine Fletcher: All the lonely people
00:46:52 erin raskin: people losing their work
00:46:52 Kate Riley: Sweet Anne who is leaving her body, with her 
3 daughters loving her tenderly
00:46:55 Claire-Elizabeth DeSophia: Fundamentalists who are 
dying because of the blindness of their leaders
00:46:55 marsha: family
00:46:56 Linda Stevenin: lost peoples in poor Southeast Asia who were 
totally dependent upon western tourist who are now gone
00:46:57 Mary Dobberstein: grocery store workers, truckers, 
warehouse workers, postal workers, and whoever I'm forgetting
00:46:57 Susan Huebner: children unsafe at home
00:46:58 Shaina Camille: those w prvious ptsd
00:46:58 Laura Lasater: those experiencing mental illness, 
despondency
00:46:58 Cheryl Folds: china
00:46:58 Lindy Flynn: all the caregivers
00:47:00 Nancy Kern: our unwell ancestors who died in plagues and 
epidemics
00:47:00 Katharine: those laid off 
00:47:01 Sage Wanda Berrett: families who cannot be with those 
dying
00:47:01 Janette Dickinson: those grieving
00:47:01 James Ziegler: Those in need
00:47:01 marsha: friends
00:47:02 Holly Funston: Pregnant women and their unborn children
00:47:03 Janie Bush: Wisdom of leaders
00:47:05 Javney Mohr: Those who’ve already been on ventilators
00:47:05 Margaret Babcock: Suffering with fear
00:47:05 Gillian Shelley: all of us.
00:47:06 Ellen Davis: retirement homes
00:47:06 maria quercia: all people feel alone in this time 
00:47:08 Richard Page: those sewing masks
00:47:08 Laura Lasater: zoo animals
00:47:09 angela halvorsen bogo: The lonely
00:47:09 Amy Torn: Children who are feeling lonely, scared and 
depressed
00:47:09 Lindy Flynn: the displaced around the world



00:47:10 Analisa Baker: people dying alone without their families
00:47:12 Regina Urbina: Children victims of pedophiles
00:47:12 sara pascoe: those living with survivor guilt
00:47:13 JoEllen DeNicola: Those children that cannot be with 
other children
00:47:14 Jill Buchanan: people who needs friends
00:47:17 sj: world leaders everyone
00:47:20 Alvaro Guirao Lopez: The ones with mental & physical 
illness without receiving they need
00:47:21 Helen Dye: Those in shanti towns and slums in India, 
Bangladesh, South Africa and other areas of less privilege
00:47:22 Donna Halpenny: people who cant say goodbye
00:47:22 Carmen García Ruiz: animals, plants, the dead
00:47:23 Neith Doffing: grandmothers and grandfathers
00:47:26 Amy Torn: Those abusing the power of their roles in 
government
00:47:28 Lisa Hall: other-than-humans
00:47:28 marsha: the earth
00:47:29 Gayle Early: domestic violence sufferers
00:47:29 Franklin LaVoie: The heart has enough room. 
00:47:29 Kathleen Stiles: those in detention centers
00:47:29 La La: All sentient beings.
00:47:30 Nancy Chomicz: Government officials
00:47:34 SOPHIA SUKALA:

❤

00:47:34 Sharon McCarthy: All of the Wisdom keepers, Grandmothers, our 
plant allies
00:47:37 Yvan Houtteman: vulnarable youth
00:47:39 Lindy Flynn: Gaia
00:47:39 Niteen Gupte: Today's children to whom we leave a broken 
world
00:47:48 Sarah Gabriel: people needing hugs
00:47:50 Julia Heyman: The elemental and devic kingdoms
00:48:24 Javney Mohr: <3
00:48:30 Adele Tyler: greetings and love to everyone from Nashville 
Tennessee
00:48:32 Nayano Skaaning: those who cannot be with their dear ones in 
hospital
00:48:45 Barbara Morgan: From Barbara Morgan Trainer, Direct from 
Group of Family Constellation trainees in Frome, Somerset,England. 
Those fighting for the truth of what is happening in the world right 
now.
00:48:49 Javney Mohr: Those intubated.
00:48:54 Ines Seidel: <3
00:48:56 Margaret Babcock: people far away from their families
00:49:06 Christine Mason: all those who are nurturing the new dream or 
story, may they be clear and brave and strengthened
00:49:08 Alvaro Guirao Lopez: Peace & Love for all sentient beings
00:49:10 Lisa Breschi: Now, we’re all here.
00:49:26 Lisa Breschi: We LOVE Michael!
00:49:48 Christine Mason: a



00:49:48 Laura Lasater: thank you fo rexpanding the circle
00:50:12 Charlespippi Barbieri: Mythology is the oxygen we need 
right now
00:51:06 Nayano Skaaning: what a beautiful chant in the start, thank 
you 

😊 😘 ❤ 🙏

00:51:12 Lisa Breschi: Michael’s website:  www.mosaicvoices.org
00:51:28 Pris Munson: Gorgeousness thank you!
00:52:43 DANIEL VOGEL: https://www.mosaicvoices.org/
00:54:26 Franklin LaVoie: Growth Economics looks like a race to 
extinction to many of us. 
00:54:40 Amy Torn: The health of Beings also includes the 
ability to earn a livelihood in order to afford food and shelter.
00:54:48 Pris Munson: Yes, Franklin!
00:54:58 Amy Torn: Thank you for sharing your perspectives to 
uplift
00:56:03 Pris Munson: Collective grief, indeed... We got here by 
our illusion of separation what an irony!
00:56:06 Charlespippi Barbieri: yes and now we can earn outside the 
money system as well
00:56:34 charmaine crockett: Agreed, Pris Munson.
00:56:42 Franklin LaVoie: The Dead bequeathed this world to 
generations, and our generations have dropped the ball, lost the 
mandate about passing on the earth in a more pristine condition than 
we found it. 
00:57:05 Gayle Early: via negativa, yes
00:57:19 Charlespippi Barbieri: Every crisis is an opportunity
00:57:29 La La: Are our hearts big enough to embrace this dark 
teacher, hyper object COVID-19?
00:57:33 angela halvorsen bogo: ‘End’ means loose ends.
00:57:40 Lisa Breschi: Let’s re-weave the world… together!
00:57:46 Pris Munson: The neverending story is under 
rescontruction!  
00:57:53 Cyndi Silva: Never let a good crisis go to waste
00:57:55 Elizabeth Ury: trust your own thread
00:57:55 angela halvorsen bogo: The ReWeave.
00:58:11 Franklin LaVoie: The heart in the Soul of the World has 
unlimited space and compassion.
00:58:16 Pris Munson: Crisis is an evolutionary driver!
00:58:21 PIA OSSORIO: that is beautiful. The SOUL is the connective 
tissue of the World. 
00:58:51 Pris Munson: Right on!  Super juicy!
00:58:53 Pris Munson: Yes!'
00:58:57 Richard Page: Story!
00:58:58 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: yes
00:58:59 Lisa Breschi: We’re READY!
00:59:08 Peter Panopoulos: yes! and wow
00:59:41 Franklin LaVoie: The story is a vessel, a container of soul 
and truth, it has prana and chi from the otherworld.
00:59:48 Pris Munson: Yes!  Thank yoU!
00:59:59 Robyn Morris: Yassss



00:59:59 James Ziegler: Love the story, yes the one that you need to 
tell. Big thanks
01:01:09 Franklin LaVoie: Creaor
01:03:26 Vijay Dhar: Strangely April National Geographic paints 
two scenarios for 2070 - this crisis should force us to pause and find 
our home - first scenario in NG "how we saved the world" 
01:06:10 Margaret Babcock: Maybe we will learn different ways 
to “touch” each other
01:06:25 heather love: “maybe we need to stand a little longer in 
the darkness…”
01:06:30 Pris Munson: Exactly!    
01:06:37 Charlespippi Barbieri: Yes- we are ALL connected in our 
isolation!!!
01:06:45 James Ziegler: Yes the hands are symbolic mythical hands of 
our consciousness
01:06:52 Pris Munson: The old is over.
01:06:53 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: We can heal via energy healing. This 
can be performed on distance, without physical touch. Like shamans do
01:06:57 Jane Anderson Gitter: we are dreaming and weaving a new 
Healing
01:07:00 sj: Whose chant was it?
01:07:03 charmaine crockett: On a larger level, we need to heal 
the economic system; that we can start to do now by examining our 
relationship to economics, to nature, etc.
01:07:26 Franklin LaVoie: An old world age in decrepitude; a new world 
age is crowning. A twilight paradox.
01:07:37 Lisa Breschi: Yes… we need a better world view.  
Imagination creates and heals.
01:07:38 Vijay Dhar: Heal the planet - remedy may be in NG April 
issue - it has some of the proof of concepts of compassion in practice 
(e,g, page 8)
01:07:40 Margaret Babcock: We must remember music/ song!
01:07:43 James Ziegler: Healing on on levels
01:07:58 Sarah Anders: Thanks for the references to NG . Will check 
out.
01:07:59 heather love: wow
01:08:04 Robyn Morris: Thank you! So moving
01:08:06 James Ziegler: Thank you we are the story
01:08:15 shawne mitchell: Thank you, Michael! xxx.
01:08:20 Lesley Hughes: soooooooo moving
01:08:21 Robyn Morris: Keep going
01:08:22 Pris Munson: We never left that story!  It just got 
clothed and  in post modernity's focus away from love. 
01:08:25 charmaine crockett: Thank you Michael.
01:08:28 Jackie Goodman: wow! beautiful -- thank you!
01:08:31 Ines Seidel: thank you for this story <3
01:08:40 Franklin LaVoie: The Otherworld is the imaginal realm, and the 
imaginal realm has been discarded as "not real", but that's a fallacy. 
01:08:46 Aimee Hesp: awesome explanation! So impressed. Thank you
01:08:47 Margaret Babcock: I miss Joseph Campbell!



01:08:49 Jane Anderson Gitter: we are timeless and  we are grateful
01:08:55 Pris Munson: Thoughts are things. Words are power in 
vibration.
01:09:00 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: thank you for this story.
01:09:05 Pris Munson: Thank yoU!
01:09:31 heather love: “[truth] comes from a different place than 
the factual world.”
01:09:34 Pris Munson: Oh yea, this is a deep Initiation!
01:09:37 Franklin LaVoie: The irrational is difficult , as well as 
essential to our experience of the soul. 
01:09:47 Lisa Breschi: Collective Rite of Passage!
01:09:51 Julia Heyman: Yes!!
01:09:53 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: loved the way you explain the 
mythology. so positive. never thought before like this way.
01:09:54 Pris Munson: Oh MIchael, yes yes yes
01:10:07 Jane Anderson Gitter: me too  I’ve been waiting  waiting
01:10:15 donna Freiermuth: Me too
01:10:39 donna Freiermuth: Don’t we need leaders?
01:10:46 Franklin LaVoie: Climate Crisis is like an Atlantean myth in 
which we find ourselves inextricably caught. 
01:10:50 Gillian Shelley: we are the leaders :)
01:10:53 Jane Anderson Gitter: we are awake
01:10:58 Steve Daut: Climate change is not just big, it's slow 
motion. That's why some can deny it
01:11:00 James Ziegler: We have been waiting and quietly send our 
love for many years
01:11:03 Jeff Jensen: Thank you. Dreams & myths both seem to teach 
us things using a fantastical language with its own separate spiritual 
syntax...
01:11:05 Charlespippi Barbieri: we are leaders- where we live and 
work- this is where change will come first
01:11:05 Niteen Gupte: Michael is truly a born storyteller in the 
tradition of master storytellers in tribes all over the world.
01:11:09 Pris Munson: Everything is connected, related, sacred!  
Always has been.  Always will be.  Something HAD to break the dam of 
stagnation!  Wake up wake up wake up and don't go back to sleep!
01:11:44 Franklin LaVoie: As Above so below.  The astrologers are ripe 
with information vital to us now. 
01:11:49 Jane Anderson Gitter: we are collectively ushering in this 
new paradigm
01:12:00 Pris Munson: We are right on track!
01:12:18 Jane Anderson Gitter: getting used to  Being rather than 
Doing
01:12:42 Gayle Early: dharma honey
01:12:51 Kala Perkins: Infinities of blessings to all being(s)

💖

01:13:06 Marian Boyle: When we come out on the other side of the 
coronavirus crisis we could become known as the new "Greatest 
Generation ".
https://www.investopedia.com/terms/t/the_greatest_generation.asp
01:13:10 Franklin LaVoie: The Me Too Movement has a relationship to the 



missing relationship to the Otherworld, because the ancestors are 
there, truly. 
01:13:11 Carlos Pinho - Brazil: Hello Kala :D
01:13:12 heather love: individually we are separating from each 
other, but collectively we are separating from a system we can no 
longer deny is destroying the planet
01:13:27 Pris Munson: The Great Turning... The Great Awakening...  
We are totally capable of handling this!  
01:13:40 Vijay Dhar: This crisis picked its time - jolted us in 
April - the "Earth Month"
01:13:43 Pris Munson: Absolutely shamanic!
01:13:47 Franklin LaVoie: The Soul is Imagination, the doorway to the 
otherworld.
01:14:08 Pris Munson: Becuase how else will we mature?
01:14:25 Sue Ruchkall: I think to say that these things are doing it 
for “us” is a stretch and possibly part of the issue. The looking at 
life as being there for us rather than us as a part of life and 
listening to what life wants.
01:15:12 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: it sounds like Chiron, the Wounded 
Healer
01:15:25 Gillian Shelley: THE DESCENT!
01:15:36 Margaret Babcock: Yes, Sue.  Life IS for us.
01:15:36 Franklin LaVoie: I believe Chiron mediates between the 
Twilight of each World Age. 
01:15:50 Pris Munson: Separation/Ordeal - Return - Confirmation/
Share - Expand/Grow
01:16:07 heather love: so many are cycling through the 
retraumatization of separation and ordeal searching for their proper 
return to and validation by community
01:16:08 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: That's nice how you put that 
Franklin
01:17:27 Richard Page: Kept the straw (thresh) from spilling out the 
door…
01:17:33 maria quercia: so that happened now because now is the time 
where most of part of the people from differrent way have overview , 
awake the concìscjence ... is a long time that happened , with the 
help of all ancestral message from the past, the present and the 
future. Now my reflection is how we can do for that ...this 
opposrtunity will be precious for evolution of our eneregy? we need 
instrument for became better this is the right time ? Certanly is 
important leave the movement ...feel free inside the fly....
01:17:52 Niteen Gupte: Its called Bardo in Tibetan Buddhism
01:17:59 Vijay Dhar: We cannot go back to 2019
01:18:03 Pris Munson: STOP the RUSH "Back" -- There is NO going 
back!
01:18:05 Nalini Chilkov: the liminal space=Bardo…the space between 
lives..where awakening is available
01:18:13 Pris Munson: Right the bardo!
01:18:41 Steve Daut: Purgatory?
01:18:54 Richard Page: Standing at the doorway from our old box into 



the yet to be known…
01:19:00 Nalini Chilkov: Bardo…the realm of possibility and 
transformation
01:19:08 Pris Munson: Sitting in the unknown.  Sitting in the in 
between.   
01:19:12 sherry amanpour: death/rebirth=transformation
01:19:22 Pris Munson: Are we Expanding or Contracting?
01:19:34 Pris Munson: IT IS!
01:19:36 Franklin LaVoie: In the next 5 years Saturn and Pluto will be 
dancing with Aquarius ,initiating a 200 year cycle of generations 
influenced by the AIR signs, after we leave the last 200 years of 
generations born in an EARTH sign influence. 
01:19:38 Lisa Breschi: Come through smaller…. or come through a 
bigger SOUL!  i know where this group wants to go :)
01:19:50 uschi m: crisis transforms: contraction or expansion
01:19:50 Niteen Gupte: Nalini Chilkov so many are thinking alike 
from different traditions 
01:20:06 heather love: whoooooooooooaaaaaaaaaaaa
01:20:10 Jane Anderson Gitter: Van Morrison’s Standing on the 
Threshold
01:20:40 Franklin LaVoie: Archetypal forces are planets in the heavens, 
as well as metals in the earth, in our chemistry cooked in stars. 
01:20:42 Pris Munson: The unveiling of what has been veiled.
01:20:55 Pris Munson: And being willing to not yet know
01:20:55 Jane Anderson Gitter: aho
01:20:59 Steve Daut: Whats wrong with remaining in the unknown?
01:20:59 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: what a beautiful talk.
01:20:59 Angella Okawa: My heart is bursting. I wrote my thesis on 
the liminal. So excited to be talking about this now!  Thank you 
Michael!
01:20:59 Pris Munson: A-hO!
01:21:34 Franklin LaVoie: The liminal stage is mediated by Chiron, the 
healer and Teacher of the Heroes.
01:21:54 Nalini Chilkov: as sunlight is coming…the plants make more O2 
and the birds sing
01:21:58 nancy fabiano: I’m tasked with an invitation
to turn my awareness to the life that is here,
to honor this stirring,
to give up the stories I am fed
in favor of the movement in my heart.
01:22:08 Richard Page: Imaginal receptors...
01:22:09 Vijay Dhar: Lets get together for a "Marshall Plan" to 
say in 2070 "this is how supreme consciousness graced us to save the 
world" 
01:22:24 Beth Johnson she/her: “We are nature. We are nature seeing 
nature. We are nature with a concept of nature. Nature weeping. Nature 
speaking of nature to nature.” Susan Griffin
01:22:30 heather love: by listening, we see in the dark
01:22:33 Franklin LaVoie: The ancestors are waiting for us to pay 
attention to the shamanic voices



01:23:01 Steve Daut: There in nothing but mystery
01:23:04 Jane Anderson Gitter: thank you for this distinction 
Michael
01:23:06 Cyndi Silva: “Some where, something incredible is waiting 
to be known.” Carl Sagan
01:23:24 Pris Munson: So many messages are coming through now!  We 
speak the memory of the future. As we each allow BEING...  "All 
becoming has needed me, My look ripens things, And those things they 
come towards me, to meet and be met." - Rilke  
01:23:28 Franklin LaVoie: Yes!  Imagination is now considered the "not 
real" a dangerous fallacy!
01:23:38 Gayle Early: wow on spirit-soul!!!
01:23:42 Pris Munson: I agree!
01:23:49 Inge Vandecaetsbeek: Shamanic ~ ancient wisdom is soooo 
extremely valuable right now
01:23:49 Nayano Skaaning: wow wow 

🤩

01:24:02 PIA OSSORIO: the magical mystical multiplicity of things. 
The ground of Being. Soul. Thank you.
01:24:05 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: agreed
01:24:09 charmaine crockett: Love what you just said Pris Munson.
01:24:14 Jane Anderson Gitter: Yummmmy
01:24:21 Franklin LaVoie: Imagination requires both discernment and 
wisdom, but not total disregard
01:24:25 Wendy Boode: Resonance with my soul being
01:24:25 Lisa Breschi: AMAZING!
01:24:27 Jeanne Marie Merkel: Thank you!  Fabulous!!!
01:24:33 Pris Munson: YES!  It's only those asleep and fixated on 
returning to the old who are pressing for its return!  BREATHE!
01:24:33 Carmen García Ruiz: YEAHHHHHHHHHHHH
01:24:35 Nalini Chilkov: Blessed Be   thank you Michael or wisdom 
speaking
01:24:35 Nayano Skaaning: beautiful
01:24:38 Diana Badger: Blessed Wisdom!
01:24:40 Stien Michiels: magnificent
01:24:40 Cyndi Silva: “Consciousness is seeking a form that allows 
its fullest expression.” - David Bohm
01:24:40 James Ziegler: Just before the dawn
01:24:43 Jackie Goodman: delicious!
01:24:45 Margaret Babcock: Everything in our past was our 
homework …..  HOME work …. for what we are facing together now
01:24:47 heather love: thank youuuu!!!!
01:24:47 Jane Anderson Gitter: thanks for 4:30 download
01:24:52 SOPHIA SUKALA: Thank you
01:24:53 Neith Doffing: hey hey  Morning Star wisdom teachings
01:24:57 Suzanne Sarioglu: Thank you!
01:25:01 Wendy Boode: Such blessed wisdom, I am so grateful for 
being here right this moment
01:25:05 Pris Munson: Fractals and spirals!
01:25:07 PIA OSSORIO: I am simply going to have to relisten. So 
rich. Such fullness.



01:25:12 heather love: this time has been waiting for us
01:25:21 Angella Okawa: “In between, there are Doors.” William Blake
01:25:25 loris damerow: what a relief.
01:25:26 Pris Munson: We are waiting for our souls to catch up.
01:25:30 Richard Page: Wow Heather
01:25:32 Jeanne Marie Merkel: Amazing how these insights are 
coming to so many of us, in so many fields - even in the business 
world people are realizing this.  Makes my heart glad and gives me 
hope.
01:25:34 Pris Munson: Yes, this is a great relief!
01:25:44 Jane Anderson Gitter: we are all being walked home
01:25:50 Kathleen Daniel: Talk more about how you hear the future
01:25:54 Franklin LaVoie: Michael is a voice of thunder rolling across 
the wasteland, bringing our attention to the REAL world, which has put 
the soul back in the triad where it belongs
01:25:57 Gary Horvitz: In the liminal space, there is no time. It is 
all time.
01:26:15 Angella Okawa: More on liminality if interested: http://
liminalidentity.com/types-of-liminality-temporary/
01:26:16 Pris Munson: My heart is bursting wiht love and 
possibility!
01:26:22 Richard Page: Ty-rant, I rant…
01:26:37 Linda Stevenin: looking forward to the recording so i can 
share this with my community of friends and their families.  Wouldn’t 
children be able to understand what’s going on listening to this?
01:26:37 Charlespippi Barbieri: Michael Meade, my president of Gaia!
01:26:48 Lynne Matte: How do we be in the subliminal space, are 
their rituals or ways to be with this time?
01:27:28 Gayle Early: we’re one click away from distractions or 
from knowledge
01:27:28 Charlespippi Barbieri: We gave rites of passages to 
TVculture and now we need to take this back.
01:27:33 Meheret Fikre-Sellassie: Thank you..its brilliant and 
comforting to hear this…. my hope is transformation!
01:27:34 Pris Munson: Indeed!  It IS crucial!  
01:27:35 Niteen Gupte: Past Present and Future are ever present in 
the eternal here and now
01:27:44 Pris Munson: Something else is trying to emerge.
01:27:45 Richard Page: “Our leaders lost their way, so we are all 
leaders now…” from Random Acts of Kindness
01:27:47 James Ziegler: One way is this is true for all people we are 
on one earth.
01:27:59 Franklin LaVoie: Lynn there are myriad techniques, all are 
worth practicing. Meditate; be Creative as poet, artist, dancer; and 
Study the Ancient Wisdom Traditions, and Myths. 
01:28:06 Gary Horvitz: People who have recovered/healed from COVID 
are now healers themselves.
01:28:32 Nayano Skaaning: beautiful 

🤩 🏵 🥰

01:28:37 Charlespippi Barbieri: We all need to heal the mental 
disasters around us.



01:28:54 Aimee Hesp:

😆 👍

Yes! loving this 

💕

01:29:07 Julie Boudreau: Michael, might you please talk about soul 
friendships and how we can hold space for each other in finding the 
gifts we are being called to bring forth?
01:29:08 Pris Munson: I heard some people who recover from this 
virus who are aware, could feel it working on them on the cellular 
level, clearing and cleaning and rearranging!  WOW.
01:29:14 heather love: time for the heroine’s journey — where an 
entire community gets carried through the ordeal and is transformed
01:29:26 Pris Munson: Genius to genius!
01:29:38 Elizabeth Ury: genius!
01:29:45 erin raskin: Heros myth can be so Yang. We need the Yin 
too!
01:29:58 PIA OSSORIO: Could it be that the genius gives birth. 
births...
01:30:15 Jane Anderson Gitter: healthy yin healthy yang
01:30:21 Pris Munson: Yes we are in the birthing room
01:30:24 Jeff Jensen: Nice evolution of the myth this genius thing, 
thank you!
01:30:36 heather love: dwelling in the tomb/womb
01:30:39 Franklin LaVoie: Our time finds Mother Earth in decrepitude, 
the World Age is dying. A new Age is Crowning, a dual crisis. 

01:30:45 Kala Perkins: The powerful spirit of the first liners is 
deeply uplifting! At every place...
01:30:57 Neith Doffing: Hollywood has shattered into a million 
pieces.
01:31:10 Pris Munson: What's old is new, what's new is old
01:31:13 Jacquie Robb: As an essential worker, THANK YOU for 
dispelling the myth of hero. You give me language for my discomfort 
with this label. THANK YOU!
01:31:30 Nayano Skaaning: I love the destinction between the heroes 
journey and the genius journey
01:31:38 Lisa Taylor: Does the story of transformation to a new way 
of being, always involve the sacrifice  of individuals?
01:31:47 Pris Munson: Yes
01:31:49 Nalini Chilkov: Agreed…..as an essential worker….health care…
I am deeply in SERViCE and receiving deep teachings
01:32:16 Paul Goddard: Yes!@!!
01:32:18 Pris Munson: The people who are sick and dying are giving 
of themselves for the new story
01:32:25 Lisa Taylor: How would you share this story with those who 
are suffering right now at an individual level?
01:32:28 Helen Dye: I love stories but how will stories help the 
most disadvantaged, how will stories shift the dominant economic model 
that has got us into this space…the 1% who hold the power…
01:32:29 Franklin LaVoie: The Twilight of an age is come, confusion 
reigns before the dawn. Is this the eastern dawn ablaze? Or the 
western sky at the End of Days? The Twilight of an age is come, 



confusion reigns =before the dawn. 
01:32:32 Paul Goddard: No stale myth
01:32:33 Lisa Breschi: It’s a LIVING story…
01:32:40 Margaret Babcock: Is it possible to develop NEW 
archetypes or are they always understood in a new way???
01:32:51 Jacquie Robb: Yes, my work/being in this world is a calling 
to serve, not walk a hero’s journey.
01:32:55 Niteen Gupte: archetype and paradigm are linked through the 
liminal
01:33:09 Lisa Breschi: To Raise you hand:  Hit Participants at the 
bottom of your screen and then to the Right under list of people is 
"Raise Hand"
01:33:17 Gary Horvitz: The casualties of the virus have given their 
lives that we should wake up.
01:33:31 Sarah Gabriel: please say more about the difference between 
the spirit and the soul.
01:33:34 Richard Page: Please explain how to raise hand in the 
Participants box at bottom.
01:34:38 Jim Koehneke: My struggle is with wanting to control the 
ones who are so anxious that they want to get back to the old story 
that hasn't worked. What, if anything, can I or we do to help us slow 
down?
01:34:45 Andrea Vecchione: How do we bring the collective 
across the threshold together? how do we move from fear to salvation?
01:34:47 Franklin LaVoie: Spirit is Mind, ascending to singularity. 
Soul is feeling and imagination and descends toward plurality.
01:34:57 Lisa Breschi: when you call up the participants, you should 
see yourself.  put cursor over your name and you should see the raise 
hand option
01:35:10 SAND Webinars Moderator: Richard, click on "participants" at 
the bottom of the screen, and then click on the "raise hand" icon.
01:35:16 Ann Carroll: could we hear the Dagara chant again? thank 
you.
01:35:23 Suzie Garrett: Can you speak to all the individuals 
transending and letting go of their physical bodies .
01:35:53 Lucia Comnes: Question to Michael: Can you talk about 
values, the difference in values between different cultures (even in 
the same country like the US) and when they clash. How do we tell 
stories in a way that includes even people that value things 
differently ? For example, in Italy people value the relationship 
between people more than the results, whereas in my home culture of 
the US, people value results. Does that make sense?
01:35:57 Vicki Bartlett: Interesting; just last week the message came 
to me, "Be worthy of the sacrifice you have made"
01:35:58 Paul Goddard: Beautiful
01:35:59 Pris Munson: Yes, thank you!
01:36:10 Vijay Dhar: Do you think this jolt can bring science and 
nonduality together to save the world?
01:36:17 Steve Daut: You can also raise hand by clicking on 
"Reactions" at the bottom



01:36:37 Carmen García Ruiz: in your experience what’s the way to 
wake up everybody Genius?
01:36:46 Franklin LaVoie: The Kings and Queens are parental 
figures...but technology allowed a narcissistic wound to go unhealed, 
and the result is narcissistic leaders  can gain power and hold it due 
to technology.
01:37:03 Pris Munson: Collapse and renewal, yes!
01:37:08 Pris Munson: Right!
01:37:12 Gayle Early: coronapocalypse
01:37:13 Franklin LaVoie: What's revealed is the divine nature of our 
better angels. 
01:37:27 mimi wagner: Can you speak more to the "Loose Ends" that 
are the threads we will weave a new world from? What are the threads 
of are aware of?
01:37:37 Gregg Lauer: I am curious that the depth of the emotion I 
am feeling during this time is my way of contributing to the  healing 
not only for myself but for the collective during “social distancing” 
when I can’t participate (as a healer/my calling) in a physical/
tangible way?
01:37:54 Neith Doffing: Ritual Education for the Adult Rites 
includes, incorporates everything Michael is speaking about, in a 
practical, applicable form   www.changingmind.co
01:38:00 Franklin LaVoie: Wow!
01:38:14 Pris Munson: Put all your love, Gregg, into the Unified 
Field and heal non distance!
01:38:54 Pris Munson: We've gone to ground!
01:38:56 Jeff Jensen: Meade is all class...content, video, 
sound...bravo!
01:38:58 Franklin LaVoie: Aquarian Water Bearer is the Divine Feminine 
restored to the Temple altar
01:39:06 Coco Regina: Can someone please send me MM’s definition of 
genius again please?
01:39:18 Jim Rothweiler: I'm an empirical sociologist, but my English 
Major wife of 40 years always said that real truth could only be found 
in fictional works, much like you said about mythology.
01:40:01 Stien Michiels: beautiful
01:40:11 Neith Doffing: Michael, I have recorded the process you are 
speaking of over the the past 7 years and am now taking my people 
through it via www.changingmind.co     It is 1200 pages with link to 
modern pop songs, ancient stories, saturday night live and monty 
python videos etc    It would be an honour of you to read it.
01:40:19 Pris Munson: The cultural creatives and the children will 
lead us to our new home... 
01:40:22 claudia anfuso: Genius - the spirit that’s already there
01:41:05 Pris Munson: Yes... because we are all on differing tracks 
of consciousness...
01:41:15 Christian Douglas: What can we do individually to 
create the best internal conditions to hear what our calling is and 
what we can do to support the emergence of what wants to to come into 
being?



01:41:24 Franklin LaVoie: We all move according to our personal genius, 
and we have to SERVE the suffering Mother Earth and her myriad 
species, her Forests are damged, that her brains. 
01:41:53 Pris Munson: We are either going to evolve or de-evolve!  
Exactly, so let's help individuals awaken!
01:41:53 Kat Chen: bless bless bless!
01:42:59 Neith Doffing: The Toroid Sphere model…the centre ever 
moving to the edge and vice versa
01:43:12 heather love: following this thread… are there stories or 
myths of those who are left behind—the loser’s journey?
01:43:20 Pris Munson: Find the edge that calls to each of us, and 
pull the thread... love this!  Re-weave...
01:43:25 Pris Munson: Yes!
01:43:30 Robyn Morris: Yes!
01:43:34 Franklin LaVoie: Do you want to work to restore the AIR? Do 
you want to serve to restore the WATER? Will your help restore the 
EARTH? Can you find the alternative energy that will get this FIRE we 
are not handling well, under our wise control?
01:43:34 Jane Anderson Gitter: yes!!!!
01:43:35 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: do you think we are going to be the 
witness of a new era ?
01:43:51 charmaine crockett: Yes to Haimanti
01:43:51 Glenda Delenstarr: that was gorgeous.  thank you 
01:44:01 SOPHIA SUKALA: Beautifully described 

❤

01:44:12 Kala Perkins: Each of us is a single neuron in the 
collective HeartMind
01:44:18 Michelle Krumland: yes, like making masks…
01:44:18 Pris Munson: Yes to Haimanti.  We ARE now!
01:44:23 loris damerow: Each one of us can locate our threads… and 
gently pull.
01:44:24 Neith Doffing: REAR   Awakening the “adults” of the world.   
Ritual Education for Adult Rites.  www.changingmind.co  (not .com)
01:44:34 Steve Daut: We have no authority to bring anyone 
anywhere. All we can do is share our own truth
01:44:42 Pris Munson: Thank yoU!
01:44:56 Kala Perkins: can we save the chat to return to read it?
01:44:56 Glenda Delenstarr: what was name,  author of that Irish 
poem,?
01:45:06 Charlespippi Barbieri: Yeats
01:45:17 Franklin LaVoie: Restoring the Divine Feminine is equal to 
recovering a living relationship with the Imaginal realm-the World 
Soul. It is a mythical understanding. 
01:45:32 erin raskin: save the chat by clicking on three dots ... 
in chat box
01:45:35 Peter Panopoulos: wow!!! so beautiful Michael
01:45:49 Jacquie Robb: “The times are u regent,, we must slow down.” 
Bayo
01:46:02 Pris Munson: Acceptance AND advocacy
01:46:24 Steve Daut: We are the fortunate ones if we can think 
about slowing down. Some must work to feed their body



01:46:31 STEVEN J BROWNE II: ...send me a message to continue the 
discussion at aei4u.com
01:46:39 Pris Munson: WE ARE really somewhere ELSE!
01:46:48 Beth Johnson she/her: It is difficult to imagine telling 
those most affected, the marginalized especially, to slow down.
01:47:16 BRANDON PEELE: "The President wants to get back to normal... 
anyone who has any sense of meaning or purpose wants nothing to do 
with normal."
01:47:20 Charlespippi Barbieri: There is no us and them now- we are 
all together now
01:47:20 Franklin LaVoie: This miracle was the first thing that 
actually slowed the BEAST the Growth Economics that threatens the 
Great Mother Earth, all her oceans, all her species.  Covid 19 has 
slowed things down, A miracle by any measure. 
01:47:43 Pris Munson: YES, Franklin!
01:47:48 Lindy Flynn: We need to create ways to take care of those 
that are most being harmed by the shut down
01:47:51 Steve Daut: Isn't this a conversation of privledge? None 
of us will go hungry if our job doesn't restart.
01:48:14 Kala Perkins: can’t find where to save the chat;
01:48:20 Jane Anderson Gitter: my dance and my drumming have 
slooowed way down
01:48:30 Glenda Delenstarr: what was source of myth of going out 
2 edge? 
01:48:38 Lindy Flynn: We need to encourage governments to take care 
of all, prisoners, immigrants, children, women!
01:48:40 Robin Rice: Save chat three dots to the right of where 
you add your own text
01:48:49 Robin Rice: next to word everyone
01:48:54 Lisa Breschi: The host will save the chat and make it 
available to those who want it
01:48:58 Elizabeth Ury: expressive arts!

❤

01:49:11 Franklin LaVoie: We are a so-called culture that doesn't 
really have much regard for the dead. The dead are in the otherworld, 
and they require some attention. Then they can do something to take 
care of this world we inherited from them. 
01:49:18 Kala Perkins: No dots

🤷

01:49:21 heather love: THANK YOOUUUU
01:49:37 Nalini Chilkov: sweat your prayers   DANCE!
01:49:40 erin raskin: jnana yoga
01:50:33 Jane Anderson Gitter: yes my hips are swaying non stop
01:50:34 STEVEN J BROWNE II: aei4u . com ALL are WELCOME ANYTIME
01:51:14 Neith Doffing: The Cosmic Joke
01:52:11 Franklin LaVoie: We would make a lot of progress towards 
"saving the planet" if we came to the realization that the planet is a 
life form, we exist on this host, are we symbiotic cells, or cancerous 
parasites?  We must wrap our awareness around this conundrum. 
01:52:19 Aimee Hesp: I am LOVING this man! 

😍

01:52:23 STEVEN J BROWNE II: i love when the universe speaks so 



loudly to us
01:52:24 Pris Munson: I see those of us who are frequency holders 
of this evolutionary stage -- all the way along the spectrum to those 
who are caught in the net of inequity and modern slavery... Each has a 
place... Each has unique needs and perspectives...  Each has a place 
at the fire of transformation!  Some need basics... Some need less...  
01:53:09 Franklin LaVoie: The Soul is Irrational .  Let that sink in. 
01:53:54 Pris Munson: The story of separation, the story of service 
to self at all costs, the story of competition and scarcity is what is 
leaving us, thank goddess!
01:54:00 Franklin LaVoie: Spirit is rational, don't let that go, 
either.
01:54:07 Sam Ghezavat: this perhaps been asked before. can someone 
please tell me how to save the chat? thank you
01:54:09 Gayle Early: mind body spirit soul integration will bring 
individuals to communitas
01:55:13 Jackie Goodman: bravo!
01:55:13 Pris Munson: Balance and synthesis perhaps
01:55:16 Annie Parry: I think I typed my question in your dialogue 
box by mistake! Don't know if its visible. thanks
01:55:16 Neith Doffing: A value added process

Logical   instructions/laws that hold societal accountablity 
Psychological  holds the individual accountable as the inside and 
outside as one
Mythological   holds everyone accountable to “no end” or picking up 
the “loose ends”
“when you tug on the end of a thread, truth unravels”
01:55:35 heather love: in french, the word for “experiment” and 
“experience: is the same: experience
01:56:13 Franklin LaVoie: Corbin identified a catastrophe to Western 
culture that started 800 years ago, when dualism, overshadowed the 
Triadic universe, Mind-Matter-IMagination, or Soul. The soul-the 
imagination was side-lined. Now it's the "not real" This is the 
catastrophe. 
01:57:08 Diana Badger: so Science needs to be re-enSouled
01:57:12 Pris Munson: The sound of feeling.  
01:57:22 Sarah Anders: Would you kindly send us a link to the song 
when you send us the chat? Thank you!
01:57:32 maria quercia: my heart tell me All Is Perfect...also in 
this case I mean : reality is that a big part of people live in the 
Blu Planet is concentred in the difficolt like healthcare, , job, 
economy, not ecology , social circle , ect, and the most important 
clear view that we need to try discover a way  for be possible  a 
really evolution  of all community of the Earth.
01:57:53 Franklin LaVoie: Imagination give Value to reality, to 
substance, to more than substance, to the invisible qualities we are 
engaged with, music, emotion, love, suffering.  These feelings are 
real,  and they require our expression in art. 
01:58:10 Steve, St Louis, Missouri, USA: It’s just an observation 



that the large majority of people that I can see on this call are 
caucasian and seems that the higher percentage are women.
01:58:18 Lisa Breschi: The song played at the beginning was from an 
album of songs Michael put together.  It is available on his website
01:58:29 Paula Ferreira: the more intimate, the more universal
01:58:46 Pris Munson: If the poet doesn't tell the truth, the muses 
don't enter...  Hum...  Deep truth is universal...  I never met a 
heart I didn't love...
01:59:19 STEVEN J BROWNE II: his explinations are so perfect and 
always based with fact!...TRUTH!
01:59:31 Pris Munson: WOW being the bridge!
02:00:53 Pris Munson: Being REAL.  Being a demonstration of LOVE in 
action.  WOW.
02:01:21 Natali W: i cant stop looking at Zaya & Maurizio! You 
two are just sending out so much warmth. Thank you so much for Hosting 
these valuable sessions <3
02:01:31 Pris Munson: Here here
02:01:36 Richard Page: we wept together…
02:01:46 Pris Munson: To feel and be with the pain and the truth.
02:01:55 Chris Saik: Very cool :)
02:01:58 Neith Doffing: Those gangs did come together….like the 
contras and Reagan, more recently, the WHO
02:02:09 Kenton Sallee: we sometimes see our own shadow in others and 
fight against it on the outside, where it won't heal us.
02:02:15 Gail Brenner: Please join us for the integration session 
starting at noon Pacific. In a safe space in triads, you’ll have a 
chance to explore your experience of the liminal - loss and seeds 
being planted for something new. More group sharing. Would love to see 
you there!
02:03:03 Bree Brown: This is completely feeding my Soul.  I can 
finally breath again.
02:03:25 Richard Page: The authentic move is of itself creative…
02:03:34 Nalini Chilkov: Deep bow of gratitude
02:03:37 Carlos Pinho - Brazil: Are we gonna hear Michael play a bit 
to close the circle?
02:03:38 Lisa Breschi: More of Michael, check out:  The Living Myth 
podcast is a free weekly podcast available at https://
www.mosaicvoices.org/podcast
On this timely and timeless podcast, Michael Meade presents mythic 
stories that offer uniquely insightful and wise ways of understanding 
the current dilemmas of the world we live in. Living Myth proposes 
that genuine solutions to the complex and intractable problems of our 
world require both transcendent imagination and cohering, 
transformative narratives.
02:03:39 loris damerow: it feels so good to breathe
02:03:41 Barbara Morgan: Do we know what the deep personal truth is at 
the moment? We are being giving so many different conflicting stories 
about what is actually going on at the moment. There is a duality in 
the world. How do we come together? If I speak out my own truth will I 
be crucified?



02:03:43 Lindy Flynn: Thank You Michael  - SO INSPIRING SUCH A 
MUSE!
02:03:44 Pris Munson: Authenticity -- to mood of open heartedness 
-- the mood of togetherness.... AH... a balm for my soul... Thank YOU!
02:03:44 Carmen García Ruiz: BIG HEART
02:03:51 DEE CURRY: Thank you Michael
02:03:53 maria quercia: thank you so m,uchhh
02:04:09 Chris Saik: Thank you!! 
02:04:12 Andrea Vecchione: will this talk be available after to 
re-listen?
02:04:19 Peter Panopoulos: thank you Michael Meade !!!
02:04:23 Andrea Vecchione: thank you Michael
02:04:29 Jane Anderson Gitter: please poT michaels offerings
02:04:36 erin raskin: thank you!
02:04:38 Helen Dye: Deepest felt gratitude Michael…very powerful…
I have learned something from your words…
02:04:40 Lisa Breschi: Go to mosaicvoices.org for more info
02:04:43 Katherine Smith: brilliant. thank you so much.
02:04:46 Jane Anderson Gitter: post
02:04:57 SAND Webinars Moderator: Online Series events called, A Time 
of Transformation on Earth, 3 Fridays:  April 17th, 24th and May 1st:  
https://www.mosaicvoices.org/events/chaos-climate-creation-bellingham-
d4p3l
02:05:03 Jackie Goodman: thank you, michael - deep, beautiful and 
authentic. and thank you zaya and maurizio for your generosity. much 
love to all.
02:05:11 Jane Anderson Gitter: thank you!!!! all!!!
02:05:11 SAND Webinars Moderator: Donate here: 
www.scienceandnonduality.com/donation
02:05:23 Alvaro Guirao Lopez: Thank you for this wonderful time
02:05:26 Saga: thanks
02:05:35 Susan Pearson: Thank you for this offering
02:05:36 PIA OSSORIO: exquisite presentation. Full full full. Thank 
you all.
02:05:57 Raza Hirji: thanks to all , Michael and SAND  ORGANIZERS
02:06:00 Ruth Falk: how to join the chat at noon
02:06:24 Gail Brenner: To join the integration session, you can stay 
on this call or come back with the same link.
02:06:25 marianilsson: Thank you for a wonderful session!
02:06:29 STEVEN J BROWNE II: it would be an honor if all of you 
could sign up on my webite no spam is ever sent just a contact confirm 
and a thank you... aei4u.com

02:06:36 SAND Webinars Moderator: Michael Meade Podcast: https://
www.mosaicvoices.org/podcast
02:06:38 charmaine crockett: Thank you Michael, Zaya and Maurizio 
- how beautiful you all are.
02:06:46 Lisa Breschi: Recording of today’s session:  
https://www.scienceandnonduality.com/webinar/online-community-
gathering-5#modules



02:07:15 Vicki Bartlett: Please post access to this poem; thank you
02:07:22 Richard Page: My poem: God of Change, unbind our wings. 
Detach us now from grabbing things. We fly with you to Unborn Lands. 
We, all safe, now in Your hands”
02:07:26 Pris Munson: ... I'll meet you in that FIELD!  In 
outrageous LOVE.
02:07:27 Jane Anderson Gitter: aahhhh
02:07:27 Jackie Goodman: rumi!!
02:07:30 Nancy Chomicz: RON, Nancy here.  I’m great as we go back to 
the womb!
02:07:31 heather love: group hug!
02:07:31 Lisa Breschi: Everything you do is sacred… love you all!
02:07:33 STEVEN J BROWNE II: perfect!
02:07:38 Nayano Skaaning:

🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏 🙏

02:07:38 Renee Ray: beautiful poem!
02:07:39 Janette Dickinson: thank you so much !!!!!
02:07:50 Bree Brown: What's the link for the 12:00 p..m. groups?
02:07:55 STEVEN J BROWNE II: [HUGS] TO ALL
02:07:58 Tobias Eriksson: This has been a magical evening here is 
Sweden! <3
02:08:04 Marisa H: THANK YOU SO MUCH
02:08:04 Christine Mason: group hug! thank you ZAM!
02:08:06 STEVEN J BROWNE II: THANK YOU
02:08:08 Vera Kamphuis: Beautiful and thank you so much!
02:08:12 STEVEN J BROWNE II: AEI4U.COM
02:08:13 SAND Webinars Moderator: We will reconverge here at noon for 
group integration. Same link as for this meeting.
02:08:13 Jackie Goodman: thank you!!!
02:08:15 ann masai: THANK you and love to us alll
02:08:15 erin raskin: :) !!!
02:08:20 Deborah Coates: Thank you!!!!
02:08:25 Jeff Jensen: Big hugs to all, thank you all!
02:08:27 Carlotta Smith: such beautiful medicine
02:08:29 Keith Lim: Thank you!
02:08:41 Bree Brown: OK to just keep this link open for the Noon 
groups?
02:08:42 Ruth Falk: how to join the chat at noon
02:08:43 Levana Fletcher: Thank you!
02:08:44 Lori Michael: Thank you and blessings!
02:08:50 Haimanti Bhattacharyya: thank you and a big hug to everybody
02:08:57 STEVEN J BROWNE II: LOL...THEY UNMUTED EVERYONE!!!!
02:09:07 Chris Saik: For the noon session, use the same link that 
you joined this one
02:09:08 Wendy Boode: Big love from Montreal Canada!!!
02:09:13 Ruth Falk: Big hug thank you sooo much
02:09:24 Lisa Breschi: Love your hugs!!!
02:09:30 Gail Brenner: You can keep this link open for the 
integration session. See you at noon. Everyone is most welcome!
02:09:40 Lisa Breschi: And your smiles!!!  Thank you Michael and 
thanks to all!!!



02:10:30 Ellen Davis: Thank you everybody!!
02:10:39 Jeanne Marie Merkel: Love it Franklin


